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AutoCAD Crack applications In addition to CAD tools, AutoCAD can be used for other drawing-related
tasks, such as basic drafting, including functions for sketching, labeling, and basic editing. AutoCAD Live,
a free online web application that allows users to open, modify and save AutoCAD drawings and publish

them to the Web. AutoCAD Architecture, a free AutoCAD version to examine the layout of your home or
business. Useful AutoCAD features In AutoCAD, you use vector graphics to create objects, such as
curves, lines, planes, arcs, circles, text, and other shapes that may be joined or snapped together. The

drawing you create, then, is composed of three kinds of objects: shapes, lines, and text. The software is
also capable of drawing some 2D and 3D solids (simplified shapes with a flat base), polylines and 3D

solids, and polyplanes and 3D solids, all of which can be edited and manipulated in the same way.
Manipulation tools and objects can be combined in almost any arrangement, so long as you can connect
them or click them together. Vector objects can be edited using the same tools available in non-vector

graphics programs, such as snap, snap-to, and move. Vector objects cannot be edited with basic graphics
tools such as line, point, or raster, because they are vector graphics. Creating and editing objects To begin
creating objects in AutoCAD, draw them in the correct place and size, and then select the object and click
in the drawing area. To edit the object, hold the SHIFT key and click in the area that will show onscreen
when the object is selected. This creates a new shape of the same type as the original, such as a circle,
ellipse, rectangle, line, or polyline. To edit a polyline or polygon, click once to select the first point and
then hold down the mouse button and click again to select the remaining points. To create a new object,

click the New icon in the drawing area, and then click the shape you want to create. There are 16
predefined shapes available. Common shapes The predefined shapes are available in various sizes. By

default, when you create a new shape, it is
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To automate the use of code, the programming languages AutoLISP, Visual LISP, Visual Basic and.NET
are supported. The Internet and the World Wide Web were not introduced to AutoCAD until version 2002
(AutoCAD R14). The later versions of AutoCAD (2002, 2006) can create Web pages by running the Web
page toolbar. Some other tools exist, such as links from blocks to web pages. Raster image processing tools
AutoCAD has built-in tools to edit and convert raster image formats (bitmap formats), such as: The bitmap

editor is mainly used to draw the objects and edit the imported bitmap file. It provides inpainting
(removing of a part of the bitmap, e.g. a hole), pen control, and a few image editing tools, including

resizing, image rotation, color correction, and image editing. The bitmap editor can be accessed from the
various drawing commands. The raster to vector converter, which converts a raster image to a vector

image. AutoCAD can generate line drawing, curve and polyline as output. Vector graphics tools AutoCAD
provides the tools needed to create, edit and convert vector graphic formats (e.g. editable and scalable line

art, curve, point, shape, text, text and symbol, rectangle, line, and polyline objects). The vector editor is
mainly used to edit the imported vector file and draw the objects. It provides basic editing tools, including

line tool and line styling, edit and undo, text and object properties, interpolation and symmetry, image
processing, and geometry editing. The vector editor can be accessed from the various drawing commands.
The SVG2DXF converter converts an SVG image to a DWG file with line, curve, point and text objects.

Animation tools AutoCAD has built-in tools to animate the objects (e.g. a line, curve or text). The
animation tools are used to create and edit movies, including drawing, text and line. The following

animation tools are included: AutoCAD's drawing editor supports saving and importing animation file
formats such as AAF, ASS, and AVI. The Text and Line tool can be used to create text and line animation
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files. It has a special version which includes a keyframe editor that allows to use both a point keyframe
editing mode and a continuous editing 5b5f913d15
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package com.dotmarketing.portlets.containers.model.container; import
com.dotcms.repackage.org.apache.commons.lang3.StringUtils; import java.util.ArrayList; import
java.util.List; /** * This class is basically used for simple search, for example: * 1 - example * String
search = "2"; * Object newSearch = new ContainerSearchData("searchString", "id", "category", "type",
"order"); * List list = ContainerSearchDao.getContainerSearchData(newSearch); * if (list.isEmpty()) * { *
//

What's New In AutoCAD?

Rapidly send and incorporate feedback into your designs. Import feedback from printed paper or PDFs
and add changes to your drawings automatically, without additional drawing steps. (video: 1:15 min.)
Autodesk Showcase: Transparency to help users create and showcase their designs more effectively.
Seamlessly publish designs to Cloud Workspaces or send projects to others via e-mail. (video: 1:40 min.)
Transparency to help users create and showcase their designs more effectively. Seamlessly publish designs
to Cloud Workspaces or send projects to others via e-mail. (video: 1:40 min.) AutoCAD Integration:
Faster dashboards and more intuitive multitouch. (video: 1:27 min.) Faster dashboards and more intuitive
multitouch. (video: 1:27 min.) New capabilities for AutoCAD students and instructors: Begin learning
AutoCAD using the Autodesk Education section of the web. (video: 1:04 min.) Begin learning AutoCAD
using the Autodesk Education section of the web. (video: 1:04 min.) NEW PLATFORM & DESIGN
TOOLS: Integrate Google Cloud Platform into design and engineering tools. (video: 1:31 min.) Integrate
Google Cloud Platform into design and engineering tools. (video: 1:31 min.) LAYER COMMANDS AND
ZOOM: Modify the properties of individual layers or control the layer behavior on an entire drawing using
layer commands and layer properties. Scale changes are now scaled to the layer. (video: 1:13 min.) Modify
the properties of individual layers or control the layer behavior on an entire drawing using layer commands
and layer properties. Scale changes are now scaled to the layer. (video: 1:13 min.) MULTITOUCH
VISUAL DEVICES & MULTI-PROCESSOR/MULTI-PROCESSOR DEVICES: Touch-enabled drawing
tools are now available for use on macOS, Windows and Linux. (video: 1:08 min.) Touch-enabled drawing
tools are now available for use on macOS, Windows and Linux. (video: 1:08 min.) MULTI-DISPLAY
DEVICES: Two new tools improve the productivity of 2D and 3D design,
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